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INTRODUCTION
On October 22, 2020, the Committee on Parks and Recreation will hold a remote oversight
hearing entitled “Improving the Equity of Green Space throughout the City in Light of the COVID
Epidemic.” Representatives from the New York City Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR), as

well as parks conservancies and alliances, parks advocates and community organizations have been
invited to testify.
BACKGROUND
During the late 1970’s, New York City experienced a financial crisis that led to massive
budget cuts for all city agencies including DPR.1 As a result, many of the City’s parks were left in a
state of disrepair.2 In order to continue providing upkeep, DPR began to initiate agreements with notfor-profit organizations to take on the responsibilities of maintaining certain parks.3 These publicprivate partnerships helped to lessen the direct public investment required for such parks. 4 Over time,
this practice has expanded to other parks and has resulted in a structure where the parks system in
New York City is funded by a mix of public and private dollars and cared for by public employees,
private sector workers and many volunteers.5 This model of funding for City parks has led many to
question whether a disparity has been created between the quality of maintenance in large well-known
parks that have access to private funding and those that do not.6
Part of the concern raised by the reliance on private dollars is whether such reliance has
dampened the will to commit the necessary amount of public funds to support and maintain parks.7
Throughout the last few decades, as the trend of privately funding part of the parks system has grown,
public spending has remained mostly stagnant and even decreased when accounting for inflation. For
example, park spending represented about 1.4 percent of the City budget in 1960, 0.86 percent in
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1986, 0.65 in 1991 and 0.52 in 2000.8 Currently, DPR’s expense budget for fiscal year 2021 is $503
million and only represents 0.6 percent of the entire City budget.9 This is approximately $84million
less than the fiscal year 2020 adopted budget of $587.2 million, which was the largest ever budget
approved for DPR by dollar amount.10
Historical Equity Issues and Concerns
Increased private funding and conservancies
Over the last two decades the amount of open space under the City’s jurisdiction has grown
tremendously, as 750 acres of parkland have been added with $3.9 billion in capital funding invested
in new and renovated parks.11 Large destination parks, such as the High Line, Hudson River Park,
Brooklyn Bridge Park and Governors Island have been built or are being built while large sums of
capital money have been invested for the growth of additional space. These signature parks are
mostly operated by conservancies or similar organizations that have historically attracted large private
donations to fund the parks that they manage. A somewhat recent example that garnered much
attention was in 2012, when $100 million was donated to Central Park and $20 million given to the
High Line, while in contrast, Flushing Meadows Corona Park, a park not surrounded by wealthy
communities, attracted only $5,000 the entire year in donations. 12 Certain City officials have
encouraged increased private funding, arguing that it will ensure that signature parks have the
resources to remain properly maintained while accommodating the large number of visitors per
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year. 13 Today, the City has over 25 nonprofit organizations or conservancies that have official
agreements with DPR to provide maintenance, operations, programs or community services for
certain parks. 14 These organizations, are funded by private donations and support approximately 50%
of public parks and open spaces throughout the City. 15 Conservancies currently employ over 500 fulltime staff and hundreds of seasonal workers and they typically spend over $150 million annually in
privately raised funds on open space.16 Conservancies also engage about 100,000 volunteers annually
who help care for their local parks. 17 Many other volunteer organizations, often known as “friends
of” groups who have no formal contractual relationship with DPR and no budgets, also supplement
the needs of parks by helping to maintain them. 18 Many of these groups are located in under-resourced
communities, whose parks are extremely reliant on such volunteer work. 19
Some, however, argue that such donations and private funding have also highlighted the
difference in status between parks in well-off areas and others that are in less affluent communities,
where conservancies and friends groups struggle to raise any money. 20 This has given rise to a
perception that a disparity has been fostered among the City’s parks that are not equally funded with
flagship parks having strong public-private partnerships and benefitting from access to private
funding, while many neighborhood parks endure insufficient funding and deferred maintenance. 21
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Some have argued that increasing the number of public-private partnerships and private
funding has been one way to augment DPR’s historically diminished budget, but questions remain as
to whether this has resulted in replacing, rather than augmenting public funds. 22 It has been claimed
that about 20 percent of those funds were spent on fundraising, overhead and other non-programmatic
activities, and not providing a direct benefit to these parks. 23 Others have raised concerns that the
apparent growing number of conservancies will continue to result in diminished public funding of
the City’s parks system, or result in an unequal park system that could eventually lead to the
privatization of public open space. Many also defend the role of conservancies and non-profits,
especially in light of COVID’s effect on the Parks budget, highlighting that so many crucial
maintenance, operational and recreational acts are managed by non-profit organizations and that
many organizations that operate with a budget and fund park operations stand to lose anywhere
between 32% and 68% of their annual revenue, resulting in the deterioration of parks that they care
for.24
Public Safety
Parks Enforcement Patrol (PEP) officers are the uniformed force who help enforce the rules
throughout the park system. Their numbers have also been subject to cuts over the years, with some
questioning whether their overall numbers and allocation throughout the system has resulted in a
disparity when it comes safeguarding public safety. PEP officer numbers dwindled to fewer than 100
by Fiscal Year (FY) 2013.25 For FY 2014, the trend started to reverse with the hiring of 81 additional
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PEP officers. 26 Subsequent budgets have been more generous to PEP numbers, with a recent high
coming in the FY 20 budget where $6 million was included for an additional 80 PEP officers.27 That
funding increased the PEP headcount in the City to 343 officers, with 70 in the Bronx, 72 in Brooklyn,
69 in Manhattan, 72 in Queens and 40 in Staten Island. 28 However, as a result of budget cuts for FY
21 during COVID-19, DPR will not be able to retain the additional 80 PEP officers that were included
in the City budget last year which will result in decreasing the number of PEP officers down to 263.
The current allocation of PEP officers is as follows: 51 in the Bronx, 55 in Brooklyn, 51 in Manhattan,
51 in Queens, 33 in Staten Island and 58 who are currently in the academy, assigned Citywide or
work in administration. 29 In addition to this, there is a group of about 80 PEP officers who are
assigned to specific parks that pay DPR for such PEP services. Such parks include Hudson River
Park, Brooklyn Bridge Park, Riverside Park South, Washington Square Park, Madison Square Park,
Randall’s Island and the Highline. 30 These parks are largely privately funded and are able to pay for
PEP officers who are officially stationed at that specific park, while through the rest of the park
system, PEP officers are not assigned to specific parks, but rather patrol specific routes within
boroughs.31 Numerous advocates have questioned whether this practice creates a safety disparity
when a small number of privately funded parks have a larger proportionate share of PEP officers,
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when compared to the publicly funded parks throughout the City that have to share a pool of PEP
officers allocated by borough rather than by park. 32
Maintenance and Staffing
The maintenance of parks throughout the five boroughs continues to raise concerns regarding
inequity throughout the park system. The maintenance of parks and other types of property under its
jurisdiction is a major part of DPR’s responsibilities. Maintenance activities typically include basic
repairs and upkeep, garbage collection and depending on the weather, snow plowing. 33 In order to
perform this work, DPR employs a variety of professionals, including landscape architects, architects
and engineers who design parks, forestry staff who plant and maintain trees, gardeners, recreation
professionals who organize DPR programming, park rangers, enforcement officers and outreach staff
who work with volunteers and friends of groups who also assist in maintaining parks. 34 Daily park
maintenance and staff size can vary depending on the size of the park and the amount of required
maintenance. Some maintenance work is performed by more specialized staff who work with
specialized equipment, including full-size tractors or roll-off container trucks and can also include
seasonal preparation of pools and maintenance of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems. 35
A 2018 report by the Center for an Urban Future entitled, A New Leaf, Revitalizing New York
City’s Aging Parks Infrastructure, highlighted the fact that the parks system is aging rapidly and
pointed to numerous maintenance deficiencies that have affected City parks for decades. 36 The
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average City park is approximately 73 years old, with roughly 40 percent of city pools having been
built before 1950, with half of DPR’s 53 recreation centers similarly built before that time. 37
Additionally, DPR’s waterfront facilities, including piers, bulkheads, marinas and docks are on
average 76 years old. 38 The report further highlights that the average City park has not had any major
renovations since 1997.39
Stagnant budgets and poor staffing levels have directly resulted in an inability for DPR to
properly maintain its parks over the years. 40 Per DPR’s own maintenance requests, recommended
maintenance needs went up 143 percent between FY 2006 and FY 2016 from $14 million to almost
$34 million.41 In FY 2016, only 12 percent of that request was actually funded. 42 According to the
Trust for Public Land, the City spends less on parks per capita when compared to other large cities. 43
For instance, as of 2017, the City spent about $178 per capita, while other cities like Washington,
D.C. and Minneapolis spent $270 and $233 per capita, respectively. 44
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The Table above is an analysis of data from the City Office of Management and Budget showing that between FY07 and
FY17, the amount of “State of Good Repair Needs” has increased from $405 million to $589 million, with only an average
15% of the share of needs met. The exception was in FY09, where only 6.7% of the share of needs was met.

Understaffing at DPR has played a major role in maintenance deficiencies. From a high in
1976 of about 11,000 full time positions, the full time staff dropped to an average of about 7,500
recently, with some slight increases recently of about 11% from 2014 to 2016.

DPR has

approximately 150 gardeners citywide for nearly 20,000 acres of parkland, which equals one gardener
for every 133 acres.46 Comparatively, the San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department has over
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200 gardeners for 4,113 acres of parkland, which equals one gardener to 20 acres. 47 According to the
report, experts who were interviewed stated that such staffing levels are insufficient to meet the needs
of the aging parks system.48 Recent budget cycles, until FY 2020, have seen increased staffing levels,
but from FY 2014 to FY 2019, Parks staffing levels grew at a rate less than that of other City agencies
from 7,302 to 7,460.49 For example, while DPR’s staff grew 2 percent, the Department of Corrections
grew by 17 percent and the Department of Homeless Services by 25 percent. City spending has grown
from $77 billion in FY 2014 to $96 billion in FY 2019, before the pandemic required cuts back to
$88 billion, and probably $86 billion later this year.50 Reductions over time in full time staff have
forced DPR to change how it allocates its workforce throughout the park system by moving resources
away from specific parks and into the borough offices, which provides DPR with greater flexibility
in allocating limited staff across park districts. 51
Capital Funds
Another factor relating to DPR’s increased reliance on private dollars has to do with its capital
process. Currently, for the vast majority of capital projects, DPR is reliant on discretionary allocations
from various elected officials whose priorities might differ with those of DPR. 52 Some have
advocated that DPR should have its own discretionary capital budget to enable it to better plan and
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budget for capital projects over the long term. 53 The concern is that the lack of its own capital budget
adds to the inefficiency of the overall process and contributes to inequity throughout the park system,
since many large projects are concentrated in large landmark parks, making it very difficult for DPR
to plan for long-term capital maintenance and improvement of all of its parks. 54 It has been argued
that if DPR had a separate discretionary capital budget or greater control over its capital spending, it
could more efficiently direct capital spending to the infrastructure and maintenance needs of a wider
range of large and small parks throughout the entire City. 55
Capital dollars have also been increasingly relied upon by DPR in order to perform routine
maintenance and repairs. Capital funds for park projects have increased significantly in recent years,
and lump sum budget items for generically named items such as “construction, improvements to
tennis courts and miscellaneous parks, playgrounds and structures” are allocated funds, but are not
tied to specific parks or facilities. 56 DPR staff will then decide how to use such funds for repairs or
reconstruction of park facilities.57 This capital funding of routine repairs, which is normally should
be paid for through the operating budget, results in increasing the debt burden to the City diminishes
the incentive to conduct preventative maintenance and replace equipment more rapidly. 58
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EQUITY ISSUES EXACERBATED BY COVID-19
The COVID-19 pandemic highlighted both the tremendous benefits offered by parks and the
inequities that still limit the ability of many New Yorkers to easily access and fully enjoy quality
parks. Recent reports by the Independent Budget Office (IBO) and the Trust for Public Land (TPL)
found that in many low-income neighborhoods and communities of color, where case and death rates
from COVID-19 were disproportionately high, residents lacked access to quality open space. 59 The
IBO report, which mapped park space by square foot per resident, noted that the 16,000 acres of
developed parkland in the City is not equally distributed, highlighting lower income neighborhoods
like Bensonhurst and Borough Park in Brooklyn that have as little as two square feet of park space
per resident, and that neighborhoods such as Chinatown and Stuyvesant Town in Manhattan and areas
surrounding Parkchester in the Bronx also have limited park space per capita.60 In contrast, larger
amounts of park space per capita are found around Pelham Bay in the Bronx, near Bayside in Queens,
and in several areas of Staten Island, neighborhoods with generally higher income levels. 61 The TPL
report also pointed to the fact that across the City, parks are generally small in poor and nonwhite
neighborhoods are smaller and have the added burden of having to serve larger numbers of people
when comparted to those in wealthy neighborhoods. 62 The TPL report further notes that the average
park size is 6.4 acres in poor neighborhoods, while wealthier neighborhoods average almost double

See Winnie Hu and Nate Schweber, The New York Times, July 15, 2020. “New York City Has 2,300 Parks. But Poor
Neighborhoods Lose Out.” and Report: “Which Neighborhoods have More Nearby Park Space Per Capita?”
Independent Budget Office, https://ibo.nyc.ny.us/iboreports/which-neighborhoods-have-more-nearby-park-space-percapita-btn-july-2020.pdf.
60
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the size at 14 acres.63 More specifically, the average park size is 7.9 acres in predominantly Black
neighborhoods, compared with 29.8 acres in predominantly white neighborhoods. 64
What makes this disparity so particularly troublesome is that the neighborhoods with poor
access to parks and open space are also the neighborhoods that have had the highest COVID-19 cases
and death rates.65 With COVID-related closures, park access within a 10-minute walk dropped and
resulted in about one million residents, primarily located in central Brooklyn, Queens and the East
Bronx, loosing significant access to open space.66 Those closures did not affect wealthier
neighborhoods.67
The following are samples of various neighborhood zip code data68 indicating the relationship
between high COVID-19 case rates and square feet of open space per capita:

Jackson Heights (Queens)



Covid Case Rate: 4706 per 100,000 (5th worst)
Open space square feet per capita: 2.28 sqft per capita (4th worst)

Elmhurst (Queens)



Covid Case Rate: 3977 per 100,000 (15th worst)
Open space square feet per capita: 1.7 sqft per capita (1st worst)

63
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Borough Park (Brooklyn)




Covid Case Rate: 4057 per 100,000 (12th worst)
Open space square feet per capita: 2.8 sqft per capita (5th worst)
Note: Greenwood cemetery not included in analysis

Graniteville/Mariner's Harbor/Port Ivory (Staten Island)



Covid Case Rate: 3808 per 100,000 (26th worst)
Open space square feet per capita: 3.5 (9th worst)

Morris Heights/Mount Hope/University Heights (The Bronx)



Covid Case Rate: 3608 per 100,000 (35th worst)
Open space square feet per capita: 12.7 (36th worst)

Central Harlem (North)/East Harlem (Manhattan)




Covid Case Rate: 2988 per 100,000 (83rd worst)
Open space square feet per capita: 52.3 (89th worst)
Note: Couldn’t find any better case studies for Manhattan

The following maps and charts further highlight these disparities: 69
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The chart above indicates COVID-19 Case Rates and Square Feet Per Capita and shows that
zip codes with higher COVID-19 case rates tend to have lower access to park space per capita.



The chart above displays the relationship between Income and Square Feet Per Capita and
indicates that higher median income zip codes tend to have more access to park space per
capita.

The following maps are visualizations depicting median incomes, open space square feet per
capita and COVID-19 case rates based on zip codes and census tracts:
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The map above illustrates the median income in each zip code throughout the entire City. Zip codes
are colored in varying shades of green with darker areas indicating higher median incomes compared
to lighter shaded areas.
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The map above illustrates the amount of open space per capita that exists in each zip code throughout
the entire City. Zip codes are colored in varying shades of green with darker areas indicating greater
amounts of open space compared to lighter shaded areas.
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The map above illustrates the number of COVID-19 cases per 100,000 people that exists in each zip
code throughout the entire City. Zip codes are colored in varying shades of green with darker areas
indicating larger numbers of COVID-19 case compared to lighter shaded areas.
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The map above left displays the square footage of open space per capita based on each census tract
in the City, while the map above right displays median income levels based on census tracts. For both
maps census tracts colored in darker shades indicate a large square footage of open space per capita
and higher income levels respectively.

PROPOSALS TO IMPROVE PARKS EQUITY
There have been numerous proposals and initiative that seek to address concerns relating to
park disparity, many of which have had a renewed focus in light of COVID-19. Many of such
proposals seek to reallocate and/or increase the amount of funding dedicated for parks through public
and private financing, while others seek to ensure that resources are allocated to the creation and
improvement of open space in areas of the City that lack quality access to parks. At a basic level,

19

these proposals argue that the current park funding structure is lacking in some regard and needs to
be adjusted to equitable accommodate all the City’s residents with access open space.

DPR’s Framework for an Equitable Future
The Community Parks Initiative (CPI) was the first phase of DPR’s Framework for an
Equitable Future Plan to increase quality, maintenance and accessibility to parks in low-income
communities throughout the five boroughs.70 CPI initially targeted a full re-creation/renovation of 35
small community parks in 55 neighborhoods through a $130 million capital investment, of which
$9.4 million was Council funding.71 In crafting the initiative, DPR surveyed parks across the five
boroughs to assess such parks’ capital needs.72 In deciding where to focus the initiative, DPR
designated CPI zones, areas located in communities that are densely populated with high percentages
of residents who have income levels below the poverty line. 73 The analysis then identified parks that
had received less than $250,000 of capital investment over the last 20 years, examined places with
high need for improvement and programming opportunities and screened for neighborhoods with the
greatest needs.74 Of the 134 parks first identified in lower-income areas that had extreme capital
needs, 35 small parks were prioritized for reconstruction. 75 In September 2017, Mayor de Blasio and
Commissioner Silver announced the addition of 11 more parks to CPI, bringing the total to 67 parks

Press Release of the Office of Mayor Bill De Blasio, “De Blasio Administration Launches Community Parks
Initiative to Build More Inclusive and Equitable Park System,” October 7, 2014, http://www1.nyc.gov/office-of-themayor/news/468-14/de-blasio-administration-launches-community-parks-initiative-build-more-inclusive-equitable#/0.
71
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receiving full capital reconstructions totaling in a $318 million investment.76 These parks entered the
design process in the fall of 2017. In addition, through CPI, approximately 110 parks have received
targeted improvements such as, replacing basketball nets, adding accessible swings, replanting
gardens and repainting playgrounds, handball and basketball courts.77
In the winter of 2015/16, DPR launched Parks Without Borders (PWB) to build upon the work
of CPI. This initiative aimed to redesign eight parks, Van Cortlandt Park in the Bronx, Hugh Grant
Circle/Virginia Park and Playground in the Bronx, Fort Greene Park in Brooklyn, Prospect Park in
Brooklyn, Jackie Robinson Park in Manhattan, Seward Park in Manhattan, Flushing Meadows
Corona Park in Queens and Faber Park in Staten Island 78 to better integrate them into their
surrounding neighborhoods and communities. Through PWB, park entrances, edges and adjacent
spaces are being redesigned to meet the initiative’s stated goals of making parks more accessible and
welcoming to everyone, improving neighborhoods by extending the beauty of parks out into
communities and creating vibrant public spaces by transforming underused areas.79 PWB is funded
through a $50 million allocation from the Mayor’s OneNYC initiative. Of that amount, $10 million
was allocated to capital projects that were already in progress, in order to ensure that such projects
enhance sidewalks and landscapes.80 Of those 43 projects, 30 are projects that were launched under

Press Release of the Office of Mayor Bill De Blasio, “Mayor de Blasio Announces 11 Sites Added to Community
Parks Initiative,” September 25, 2017, http://www1.nyc.gov/office-of-the-mayor/news/913-17/mayor-de-blasio-11sites-added-community-parks-initiative.
77
See, New York City Department of Parks and Recreation Website, Community Parks Initiative Targeted
Improvements, available at: https://www.nycgovparks.org/about/framework-for-an-equitable-future/community-parksinitiative/caring
78
See, DPR Website, Parks Without Borders, https://www.nycgovparks.org/planning-and-building/planning/parkswithout-borders
79
See, DPR Website, Parks Without Borders, http://www.nycgovparks.org/planning-and-building/planning/parkswithout-borders.
80
CityLab.com, Kristen Capps, How ‘Parks Without Borders’ Aims to Make New York Parks Safer, November 19,
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November 12, 2015.
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CPI.81 The remaining $40 million went towards reconstructing eight parks across the five boroughs
that were selected from the nominations of New Yorkers.82
In August 2016, Mayor de Blasio, then-City Council Speaker Melissa Mark-Viverito and
Commissioner Silver announced that the City would fund $150 million in major improvements to
five parks under the Anchor Parks Initiative (API).83 The five parks included in API were Saint
Mary’s Park in the Bronx, Highbridge Park in Manhattan, Betsy Head Park in Brooklyn, Astoria Park
in Queens and Freshkills Park in Staten Island. 84 Under API, each park was selected based on high
surrounding population, historical underinvestment and potential for park development.85 Each park
received approximately $30 million in major improvements, including new soccer fields, comfort
stations, running tracks and hiking trails. 86
Regarding the current status of these initiatives, DPR Commissioner Silver testified, at a City
Council Preliminary Budget Hearing in March 2020, that CPI, PWB and API were all moving
towards their final phases.87 CPI is over 70 percent complete with 47 of the 67 sites completed and
the remaining sites near completion. 88 A study done by the CUNY School of Public Health showed
that park usership in the initial CPI renovated parks increased by 50 percent. 89 PWB capital projects
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are all in the construction phase with Seward Park in Manhattan completed. 90 Finally, API capital
projects are mostly in the construction phase. 91
Park Districts and Zoning Tools
Another approach is through the creation of special parks districts (SPDs). SPDs are basically
independent government units that have administrative and fiscal independence from local
governments. SPDs can issue bonds and generally have taxing authority and often have jurisdiction
over single cities or sometimes multiple regions within a state.92 Most SPDs are funded by a
combination of dedicated property tax revenues (ranging from 3.8 to 30 cents per $1000 of assessed
value), user fees, revenues from special events, sales taxes and sometimes philanthropy and must
generally balance their budgets relying only on these funding sources. The Chicago Park District is
a similar model to an SPD. Other SPDs include the Charleston County Park and Recreation
Commission in South Carolina, the East Bay Regional Park District in Northern California and Great
Rivers Greenway in the St. Louis metropolitan area.93 Dedicated sales taxes are also used by various
jurisdictions, including Kansas City, Missouri, Missouri state parks, Minnesota and Arkansas state
parks while in August of 2013 King County, Washington, where Seattle is located, voters approved
an additional property tax for parks and trails. 94 Dedicated taxes, some argue, provide a more
consistent for park systems, which enables them to more easily plan and budget for each year and
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lowers the risk that revenues will be directed away from parks and subject to the politics and
unpredictability of local budgeting processes.95
Similarly to SPDs, advocates have also called for the City should expand its current use of
Transferable Development Rights (TDR), Business Improvement Districts (BID) and incentive
zoning measures such as Floor Area Ratio (FAR) bonuses to measure and make use of the real estate
value that parks typically generate.96 For example, some have argued that the City could create a
special TDR district for appropriate parks, promote BIDs that focus on park maintenance and
potentially tax residential property owners to fund the operations of certain parks. 97 Additionally,
such proposals call for the use FAR bonuses in exchange for park funding. 98 Other jurisdictions such
as San Francisco, Seattle and Houston have made use of such incentives in relation to park
development.99
Philanthropy
Spreading philanthropic donations to parks citywide rather than being focused on a few
specific parks is a concept that has also been proposed. The idea could be modeled on the North
Brooklyn Parks Alliance which raises private funds for parks similarly to how conservancies that
operate and maintain certain parks do. However, unlike traditional park conservancies, the Alliance
focuses its resources on maintaining all the open space throughout the entire North
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Brooklyn/Community Board 1 neighborhood, including open streets and public plazas. 100 With such
a community-wide or citywide model funded by private and public dollars instead of a park specific
model, it is thought that resources would be able to more easily be provided for a wider range parks
in a given community or throughout the City. 101
Schoolyard to Playgrounds
Expanding the Schoolyards to Playgrounds Initiative has also been proposed as another way
to bring more open space to neighborhoods in need. This initiative is a joint effort between DPR, the
Department of Education (DOE) and the non-profit sector to expand access to open space for the
City’s children. The initiative began in 2007, with a $111 million capital investment from the
Bloomberg Administration, where the City, in conjunction with the non-profit organization, Trust for
Public Land, targeted certain DOE schoolyards, in order to transform them into more vibrant parks
and make them open and accessible to the community at large. The renovation work typically
includes the addition of new ballfields, new basketball courts, new play equipment, gardens, trees,
benches, fencing, turf, landscaping, and the sealing and painting of surfaces to the existing
schoolyard.102 Playgrounds that are part of this initiative are chosen based on whether the
neighborhoods they are located in have a high population density, a population projected to grow,
limited existing play or open space and a lack of other vacant land that can be developed into a new
park or playground.103 The City handles the procurement and construction processes, while partnering
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with schools and communities in the design process.104 Once complete, the renovated playgrounds
are turned over to DOE to maintain and operate.105 These playgrounds, which had previously been
off limits to their respective communities, are now open an accessible to the public on weekdays from
after school till dusk and on weekends or days when school is not in session. 106 Since the initiative
started, 251 of these playgrounds have undergone renovation and been made publicly accessible.
That number was targeted to increase to 261 after 10 more playgrounds were added to the initiative
in 2017 with funding of $24 million dollars, composed $18.2 million capital funding from the City
and $6 million in Community Development Block Grants.107 Since the inception of the program, it
has been estimated that these revamped parks and playgrounds have brought more than one quarter
million more New Yorkers within a 10-minute walk of a park and have increased the percentage of
adults and high school students able to meet recommended levels of physical activity. 108 Advocates
have called for the expansion of this initiative with the use capital funding to strategically target
neighborhoods with below-average access to public space.109
Budget and Revenue Generation
Increasing DPR’s expense budget to an amount that provides all the resources it needs to run
and maintain all of the City’s parks and park properties may be the most obvious solution to improve
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park equity, though as noted earlier, that may remain problematic in the near term due to the City’s
budget constraints resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic. In fact, park systems throughout the
county are facing dire budgetary situations with diminished municipal budgets, diminished permit
fees from athletic activities and events.110 Further, parks departments are subject to additional
expenses due to coronavirus, such as have to spend funds on procuring personal protective
equipment for staff. 111 Nevertheless, advocates continue to argue that any solution to parks funding
issues must begin with the public budget.112 One of the more recent initiatives to improve the parks
budget, was the multi-year “Play Fair” initiative, which directly advocated for the need to vastly
increase public funding to the parks system. 113 Through this initiative, $44 million in new funding
was added to the Fiscal Year 2020 DPR expense budget. 114 The funding provided more resources
to hire more park maintenance workers, including 200 park workers and 100 gardeners, an
additional 50 Urban Park Rangers, an additional 80 Parks Enforcement Patrol (PEP) officers, more
funding for forestry management, an additional $8.2 million for all 550 GreenThumb community
gardens and additional funds for extending the beach and pool season and for tree stump removal.115
Unfortunately, the Fiscal Year 2021 budget was not able to replicate those increases and resulted in
the loss of nearly 1,700 staff members like maintenance workers, Urban Rangers, who educate and
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engage the public and PEP officers, who enforce park regulations that now include social distancing
and mask use. 116
Advocates have also argued that the City needs to find additional ways to allow DPR to raise
more revenue directly for parks. One proposed approach would be to allow DPR to collect revenue
raised by concessions.117 The City Charter currently requires that all revenue raised by the any
agency of the City be deposited in the General Fund.118 Therefore, whatever funds DPR raises does
not directly get reinvested to DPR, but rather to the entire City’s budget. 119 Essentially, this means
that DPR does not retain revenue directly earned in park concessions (e.g., restaurants, golf courses
and marinas.120 Therefore, some argue that the Charter should be revised to allow DPR to keep all
or at least a portion of the revenue that it raises or implement a maintenance and operations surcharge
on permits, rental fees, event tickets and other activities that it can also keep for agency use. 121
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Open Streets
In the near term, advocates have also called for the expansion of the City’s Open Streets
Program, in which the City intends to close about 100 miles of streets to traffic in order to allow
pedestrians and cyclists increased use of outdoor areas during the pandemic. 122 Despite what has
been seen as a successfully initiative, some have felt that the chosen locations did not account
enough for areas of the City that have had high rates of COVID-19 cases and deaths and less access
to open space, and have therefore called on the City to expand the program into these areas. 123 In
fact, when the program first started, the open streets were situated mostly near and around parks
and initially included only 67 miles of street. Currently, with the goal of having 100 miles of open
streets, the City has added more streets in neighborhoods with the greatest need for open space,
including areas such as Brownsville, Brooklyn and Jackson Heights, Queens. 124 Advocates have
also noted that research regarding the limited availability of open space in certain neighborhoods
indicated that most of the Open Streets should be located in the Eastern Bronx, including
neighborhoods like Morris Park, Parkchester in the Bronx; Elmhurst and Corona in Queens; and
Bedford-Stuyvesant in Brooklyn. 125
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Sharing Resources
Some destination parks, which are typically large parks with a lot of amenities that attract
visitors from beyond their immediate neighborhoods and have greater resources than small
neighborhood parks, have also recognized the need to improve access to open space to those in
neighborhoods where it is lacking, For example, the Trust for Governors Island, which has
traditionally drawn visitors from more affluent areas of the City, such as Brooklyn Heights and Park
Slope in Brooklyn and Lincoln Square and the Upper West Side in Manhattan began to offered free
ferry rides to the Island for all residents of the New York City Housing Authority and other
community organizations from Atlantic Basin in Red Hook.126 Prospect Park is building two new
entrances in order to connect more directly with lower-income communities that abut its eastern
edge, such Flatbush and Crown Heights, Brooklyn. 127 In Manhattan, the Riverside Park
Conservancy, which maintains its namesake park, replaced its annual spring gala with a fund-raising
campaign to increase programs and activities offered in the north end of the park, which typically
draws park goers from nearby lower-income communities, including Harlem and Washington
Heights and hired an outreach coordinator to work with residents of those communities.128 Hudson
River Park has offered free science and technology camps, which went virtual during the pandemic,
for children from two public housing projects in the area. 129 Finally, the Central Park Conservancy
uses their own resources and staff to maintain the lawns in St. Nicholas Park, Marcus Garvey Park,
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Jackie Robinson Park and Morningside Park, which results in cost savings for DPR in not having to
take up such maintenance work.130
CONCLUSION
At this hearing, the Committee will examine whether New York City’s structure for funding
and maintaining its open space has resulted in inequalities among various parks, and whether the
COVID-19 pandemic has exposed additional inequities that require new short term and long term
solutions in order to develop a park system that is equally accessible and beneficial to all New
Yorkers.
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